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Bottom Line

• Climate is warming and change is projected 
to accelerate in next century with continued 
increases in fossil fuel emissions

• Vulnerable aspects of society and 
ecosystems are at risk from these changes 
without appropriate mitigation or adaptation 
measures

• The public increasingly supports action on 
climate change and is hungry for credible, 
legitimate, salient information on how to do so



The continued release of CO2 to the 
atmosphere from burning fossil fuels would 
“almost certainly cause significant changes” and 
“could be deleterious from the point of view of 
human beings […] and marked changes in 
climate, not controllable through local or even 
national efforts.

U.S. President's Science Advisory to 
President Lyndon B. Johnson 1966
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What is Climate?

• Climate is the average of weather
– “Climate is what you expect, weather is 

what you get” –Andrew John Herbertson
– “Climate is your personality, weather is 

your mood” –Marshall Shepherd 
• Climate changes naturally (over eons) 

and by humans (over centuries)
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• The study of climate change is well-
established. We know how climate 
changes and what is mostly causing 
current change



https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-whats-warming-the-world/

“CO2 is to climate what steroids was to baseball…” –Jason Samenow



Total global emissions

Total global emissions: 40.8 ± 2.7 GtCO2 in 2016, 52% over 1990
Percentage land-use change: 42% in 1960, 12% averaged 2007-2016

Land-use change estimates from two bookkeeping models, using fire-based variability from 1997
Source: CDIAC; Houghton and Nassikas 2017; Hansis et al 2015; van der Werf et al. 2017; 

Le Quéré et al 2017; Global Carbon Budget 2017



Observed emissions and emissions scenarios

The emission pledges submitted to the Paris climate summit avoid the worst effects of climate 
change (red), most studies suggest a likely temperature increase of about  3°C (brown) 

Over	1000	scenarios	from	the	IPCC	Fifth	Assessment	Report	are	shown
Source:	Fuss	et	al	2014; CDIAC;	Global	Carbon	Budget	2015



http://globalchange.mit.edu/focus-areas/uncertainty/gamble



So what’s the big deal?







Projected Heavy Rainfall
Change in 2”+ inches per 24 hr rain events: 

Statistically downscaled GCM, 1980-2055 (SRES A1B)

Source: UW-Madison 
Nelson Institute
Center for Climatic Research

2-5 days 
more per 
decade





Northward retreat of snow cover leads to northward 
track shift of synoptic mid-latitude cyclones

R. Clare, UW-Madison

Retreat of North American snow cover
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Ellwood et al., 2013



Hemlock wooly adelgid:
Pest limited by cold temps

Exotic Earthworms:
Increase drought 

susceptibility

Invasive Plants:
Outcompete stressed trees

Increased Stressors
Many forests are already under stress from other causes. 

Climate change could make forests 
more susceptible to existing or new stressors.

Images: US Forest Service and L. Mehrhoff (UConn: invasives.org)Matt Dallman, TNC



Chris Kucharik, UW-Madison



Photo: J Thom, SSEC



David Mladenoff, UW-Madison



Brook trout streams
Source: WICCI



Badgers want change but 
rarely hear or talk about it

http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us-2016/

• 7 in 10 believe global warming is 
happening and trust climate scientists
– Around half believe it is caused mostly by 

humans or worry about it harms
• Up to 8 in 10 support policies to support 

research, regulation, renewables
• But only 1 in 4 hear about global 

warming or discuss it occasionally



BAMS, 2017

7 in 10 say humans are 
as or more important as 
natural events for 
observed climate trends



Thanks!

• We have nearly 2 centuries of research 
on a change climate, human’s 
contribution and its impacts

• There is much to be done in 
communication of impacts, risks, 
evaluation of policies

• Broadcast met and NWS forecasters 
have an opportunity to be at the 
forefront of that discussion

Ankur Desai, desai@aos.wisc.edu, http://flux.aos.wisc.edu, Twitter: @profdesai





• Planetary (inc. Earth) temperature is determined 
by interaction of sunlight warming Earth’s 
surface, and “greenhouse” gases that absorb 
infrared radiation (Fourier 1824, Tyndall 1861)

• CO2 is a greenhouse warming gas and emitted 
from coal, oil, gas (Arrhenius 1896)

• Oceans can only take up a fraction of CO2
produced by combustion (Revelle 1957)



• Atmospheric CO2 increasing ~ 2 ppm/yr from 
fossil fuel combustion, with 50% going into land 
and ocean sinks (Keeling 1960, Tans 1990)

• Short and long term observed warming 
patterns are linked to greenhouse gases 
(Callendar 1938, Mann 1999)

• Significant warming in the 20th century is 
mostly explained by atmospheric CO2 (Manabe
1967, Hansen 1984)



Shorter lake ice conditions influences recreation, 
fisheries, and algal blooms

Extremes have shifted from cold extremes to warm extremes


